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 The club.............. Paul

 The 2016/17 programme.............. Rob

 Entertainment/information evenings

 Competition evenings

 Technique workshops

 What competitions are all about.............. Graham

 Extracts from Techniques workshops .............. Paul

 Ipad processing .............. Andrew

 Summary .............. Paul



CleartrreeeeBognor Regis Camera Club

 Established in 1947

 Current we have115 members of whom between 70-100 are 

active members

 Affiliated to the PAGB & interact with other local clubs

 Go-ahead in terms of technique workshops and new 

competitions

 Active social group planning external events and visits

 Members who are photographic judges for the SCPF

 Active Flickr Group, including critique section and Monthly 

set subject competition

 Also an active Smartphone Group with Monthly set subject 

competition
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PROGRAMME 2016/2017 
 
2016 
 

 

AUGUST 1
st

   – AUGUST 6
th

   
            ANNUAL EXHIBITION  10.00 – 4.00   

The School of Music, Sudley Road, Bognor Regis  
 
 

SEPTEMBER  
 

13  OPENING EVENING 
 

 

20 Chairman’s evening,  
 

29 Thur Photographing children – Fiona Senior 
 
 

OCTOBER    
  4 Club practical evening  

 
11 1

st
 Print Competition – Judge, Alison Cawley 

 

18 Low Light and night photography of London – Umbreen Hafeez 
 
27 Thur 1

st
 PDI competition – Judge, Geoff Chalcraft 

 
 
 

NOVEMBER 
 

 1 Practical Evening: Small animal set 

 
 8 Print Walk – Members present their own work 
 

15 2
nd

 Print Competition – Judge, Glyn Edmunds 
 
24 Thur Introduction to Astrophotography Steve Richards 

 
29 2

nd
 PDI Competition – Judge, Malcolm Bull 

    

 
DECEMBER   

 6 Mix & Match with Littlehampton & Middleton – Judge, Paul O’Toole 
   
13 CHRISTMAS PARTY 

  
20      No Meeting 
 

27 No Meeting 
 

 

 
 
 
2017 
 

JANUARY 
 3 Member’s personal passions 
 
10  Images of Iceland – Colin Westgate 

 
  

17 SCPF Home PDI round – Judge, Zaid Meherali 
 
26 Thur 3

rd
 Print Competition – Judge, Ken Scott 

 
31 Judge it yourself – Roger Crocombe 
 

    
FEBRUARY 
 

 7 Focussed Moments – Outdoor Photography – Rachael Talibart 
 

14  SCPF Home Print round – Judge, Jon Mitchell 
 
21  3

rd
 PDI Competition – Judge, Ken Woods  

    
MARCH 
 

 2 Thur Chairman’s evening 

 
 7 4

th
 Print Competition – Judge, Andrew Perry 

 
14 Classic Wild West Landscapes and wildlife  – David Boag 

 

21  An evening with Ann McDonald and Peter Rocchiccioli 
 
30 Thurs 4

th
 PDI competition – Judge, Barbara Holder 

 

APRIL 
4 My Life through a Lens – Viveca Koh  

 

11 Chairman’s evening 

 
 

18 Set Subject Competition – Judge, Catherine Jolley 
 
27 Thurs Panels and Photobook competitions results – Judge, Tony 

Baverstock 
   

MAY 
2  ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & PDI & Print of the year 

results judged off-line by Giles Barkley 
   

 9 Aerial Photography and more – Geoffrey Lee		
   
16 Presentation Evening & End of Season Party          

 

COMPETITION ENTRY DATES 
 
 
September  
29 1

st
 Print Competition 

 Sussex Federation PDI Convention 

 Southern Federation League Competition (PDI’s & Prints) 
 Southern Federation Exhibition (Prints & PDI’s) 
 

October  

11  1
st

 PDI Competition 
 

NOVEMBER 
 
1 2

nd
 Print Competition 

 

15 2
nd

 PDI Competition 
 
 

JANUARY 
 
10 3

rd
 Print Competition 

 

FEBRUARY 
 7 3

rd
 PDI Competition 

 
21 4

th
 Print Competition 

 Photobook competition 

    
MARCH                                                     
 
14 4

th
 PDI Competition 

 

30 Set Subject Competition “Happiness” (Prints & PDIs) 
 

APRIL 
 

 4  Panels, Print & PDI of the Year Competition 

 
11 History Cup 

Tony Barnes Award – “Weather Effects” 

 (Prints & PDI’s) 
 
27 Requested prints for display at the Presentation Evening 

 
 

MAY 
 9 Prints for the Annual Exhibition 
 
 

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER - See website for list of  
summer activities  
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BRCC 2016/17 Season’s Speakers

Entertainment Evenings

Rob de Ruiter



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights - Entertainment evenings
 29th September – Fiona Senior – Photographing Children

Fiona Senior describes her beginnings as a 

professional child photographer from 1979 

onwards. The reason for her very rapid rise in 

photography clearly lay in her skills in talking to 

children. All those of us who are parents have 

plenty of experience with children, but not 

many of us have the additional skills she 

clearly has and given those skills, it was in a 

very short time span that she went from 

housewife and mother to top London 

photographer of children in advertisements for 

many leading brands of clothing, toys and 

other products. 

This is her story superbly illustrated with 

outstanding images and lots of “how to” 

advice.



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights - Entertainment evenings
 18th November – Umbreen Hafeez – Low light and nighttime photography in

London.                          

.



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights - Entertainment evenings
 1st November – Small Animal Shoot – Practical Evening.

Introducing Pete Whieldon and his team from Hampshire Wildlife.

A passionate award winning photographer 

specialising in bird, macro and marine photography 

with kingfishers,raptors and especially owls as his 

personal favourites.

His workshops have been developed over many 

years and are based on extensive practical 

photographic field craft experience. Pete and his 

team will be bringing Owls and a number of small 

vertebrates for us to photograph in natural settings at 

a number of stations around the hall.



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights - Entertainment evenings
 24th November – Steve Richards – Astro Photography.

Steve works from a very small observatory in West Sussex that rejoices in the 

name of 'The Chanctonbury Observatory'.

Steve Richards is the author of Making Every Photon Count - a beginner’s guide 

to deep sky astro-photography, now in its third edition.

As well as writing several columns for The Sky at Night Magazine every month he 

has also written for Astronomy Now Magazine, BBC Focus Magazine and The 

Sunday Times.

Steve’s interest in astronomy started in late 2004 and these days he rarely uses 

an eyepiece, preferring instead to capture the beauty of the night sky with his 

specialised cameras.

The talk will cover, equipment choices, imaging techniques and image 

processing. Many of the wide field images (Milky Way, Moon, Constellations are 

within the scope of equipment many club members own.  We are privileged to 

have Steve come and talk to us about the world of astro-photography and the art 

of capturing stunning images of our universe.



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights - Entertainment evenings
 10th January Colin Westgate – Iceland – A landscape Photography Workshop.  

Colin has been making photographs in the landscape since 

1959. Although he works in both monochrome and colour, 

from the early eighties his preferred medium has been colour 

slide from which he makes prints on Ilfochrome (Cibachrome). 

His exploration of the subject emphasises shape, form and 

texture, usually with a restricted colour palette. He 

occasionally uses diffusion techniques to supress detail and 

add a painterly feel to his images.



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights - Entertainment evenings
 7th February – Rachael Talibart – Focused Moments – Outdoor Photography..

After a career as a solicitor in the City of London Rachel turned 

to photography full time in 2008.

Rachel is a judge for the Surrey Photographic Association and 

co-founder of a company providing photography day tours and 

workshops. Her images have been published in books and 

magazines and have been widely exhibited in the UK, 

Barcelona and New York.



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights - Entertainment evenings
 14th March – David Boag – Classic Wild West Landscapes and Animal Life. 

With over 30 years experience as a 

professional wildlife photographer he has 

written over 18 books and appeared on 

numerous wildlife television programmes.

He is considered a pioneer of modern wildlife 

photography and inspired the current 

generation of wildlife presenters and film 

makers.



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights – Entertainment evenings. 

 21st March – An Evening with Ann Mc Donald and Peter Rocchiccioli.

Peter has a BA Hons in Photography and the overlying 

aim of his work is to communicate significant facts about 

his subjects and their surroundings. He loves to 

experiment, research and try out new ideas. 

Ann has a passion for Travel Photography and loves to go 

off the beaten track. This evening she will show a selection 

of her images from South West China. 



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights - Entertainment evenings
 4th April – Viveca Koh – A Photographers Perspective. My Life through a Lens.

This is Viveca’s third lecture and follows on from

‘Urban Exploration to Fine Art: A Photographic 

Journey’ and ‘iPhoneography to Fellowship: My 

Continuing Journey’. In this talk she discusses the 

various photographic techniques that she has been 

experimenting with, continuing to develop her work 

and the way she sees things.

With this talk Viveca is aiming to demonstrate new 

directions in which she is heading, as well as 

showing more of the style of work that is familiar to 

viewers of her previous presentations.



Cleartrreeee2016/17 highlights Information/technique evenings
 9th May – Geoffrey Lee – Aircraft and Aerial Photography.

As a professional photographer, Geoffrey Lee has spent 

over 30 years in the business of aviation and commercial 

photography.

Geoffrey is best recognised for his aerial photography 

and filming. He excels in producing extraordinary, 

creative, stunning air-to-air images and has logged over 

550 hours in military fast jet aircraft.



CleartrreeeeLate change to programme – Thu 24th September

His interest in photography goes back to 

fascinated hours spent in a simple 

darkroom at his school and to the marvels 

of light and electron microscopy at 

university where, as a postgraduate 

researcher, he studied the anatomy and 

physiology of spider sense organs. 

With the advent of Digital he rediscovered 

that passion to find the beautiful in the 

commonplace and the surprising in the 

mundane, especially in the miniscule. 

Dave Harris – The way I see things



Cleartrreeee2016/17 Information/Technical evenings

 As required – Building your photobook for the annual 

competition

 4th Oct – Club Practical Evening

 8th November – Print Walk – members present their own 

work

 3rd Jan 2017 Members personal passions

 31st Jan Judge-it-yourself – an introduction into the art of 

judging



CleartrreeeeDays out planned for 2H2016

 Sat 18th TBC September London Open Doors Edwin Jones



CleartrreeeeSaturday AM Workshops planned for 2H2016

 13th Aug – Lightroom 5/6/CC Library & Development

 24th Sept – Getting to grips with your camera 

 8th Oct – Introduction to composition and creativity

 12th Nov – Basic Image processing

 10th Dec – Landscape photography

 14th Jan 2017 – B&W Workshop

 11th Feb – Flash Photography 

 11th Mar – iPad photo processing

 8th Apr – Flower photography

 13th May – Mounting workshop 



CleartrreeeeSmall groups – set up as and when required

 Getting off of “P”

 Getting to know your camera – ideal for starters

 Print & Lightroom Groups

 For those progressing to improving their “as shot” images and 

moving from PDI to printing

 Creative Group

 Expanding concepts about creativity and composition in 

photography

 Creative mounting

 Beyond the plain aperture mount
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Competition Introduction

Graham Balkwill



CleartrreeeeWhat are competitions all about?

 Members submit their work (specific formats discussed later) 

 Specially trained and experienced assessors are invited to 

comment and give a “rank” “on the night” and in real time

 Assessor reviews prints (or PDIs) at the start of each section 

or during the break

 Assessor then talks to each entry and scores according to 

assessment.

 Two “divisions” to ensure like skills are compared together 

 “Developing” – Those members without any photographic 

qualifications

 “Advanced” – Those members with any form of photographic 

qualifications eg CPAGB, LRPS, … 

 We normally expect to get through 60-80 entries per evening



CleartrreeeeMarking system used (there are many!)

 Images (PDI or Print) are assessed to be in one of three 

categories:

 Gold: Of the highest standard in the category

 Awarded three points

 Silver: Of a good standard in the category

 Awarded two points

 Bronze Of a club standard in the category

 Awarded one point

 In addition, the judge is invited to identify an “image of 

the evening”, for each Division, worth an extra point, as 

well as highly commended certificates

 Members accumulate points towards the annual prizes
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 Members upload images to their photostream and “insert” 

them into the monthly competition discussion 

We also have monthly Flickr & Smartphone 

competitions



CleartrreeeeTo participate in BRCC competitions

 Projected Digital Images:

 For landscape orientation need to be a maximum of 1400 pixels wide

 For Portrait orientation need to be a maximum1050 pixels tall

 Naming convention is “TITLE IN CAPITALS by Your Name.jpg”

 For Flickr competitions

 For landscape orientation need to be as PDI, 1400 pixels wide

 For Portrait orientation need to be as PDI,1050 pixels tall

 Prints need to be a minimum of 226 sq cm mounted on a 

card with a maximum size of 50cm x 40cm.

 Details of rules are on the BRCC website
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Lets Now Enjoy A Well Earned Break

All

Back At……………..
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Photographic technique

Paul Crombie



CleartrreeeeThree key challenges

What to take & why?
(Composition/intent)

How to take it
Camera familiarity / 

competence

How to process it
(Getting the most from your image)

Nirvana

in club photography!
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CleartrreeeeWhy bother composing?

Walking out of scene

What is the key subject?

Murky central elements

Edge distractions

Strongly converging 

verticals

Dead area doing 

nothing

Walking out of scene
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CleartrreeeeWhat others say about Composition

 Composition is the process of identifying and arranging the 

elements to produce a coherent image - David Prakel

 Photography is not about the thing photographed, it is about 

how that thing looks photographed - Garry Winogrand

 There is a vast difference between taking a picture and making 

a photograph - Robert Heinecken

 If composition is the underlying grammar of a visual language, 

then the formal elements – simple line, shapes, tone, textures, 

patterns and colour – are its vocabulary - David Prakel



CleartrreeeeLuck?



CleartrreeeeRule of Thirds



CleartrreeeeBalancing Elements



CleartrreeeeLeading Lines



CleartrreeeeSymmetry and Patterns



CleartrreeeeViewpoint



CleartrreeeeBackground



CleartrreeeeDepth



CleartrreeeeFraming



CleartrreeeeCropping



CleartrreeeeExperimentation
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CleartrreeeeThe balancing act ISO, Aperture & speed

ISO
(Keep as low as possible)

Shutter speed
Fast enough to

freeze motion/shake

Aperture size
(Narrow enough to meet 

DOF requirements)

Properly exposed

image



Cleartrreeee
Making good images - In Camera

 In Camera

 Use appropriate lens to frame the context (if DSLR)

 Use zoom to frame the key subject and simplify image

 Use spirit level etc to get horizons/verticals correct

 Expose to the right (ETTR) to give brightest image

 Ensure image is within dynamic range of camera

 Optimum moment to press the shutter

 Using camera back to check composition



CleartrreeeeAutomatic “scene modes” and the three basics 

Scene Mode ISO Aperture 

# number

Shutter 

speed

Other

Landscape Low High Medium High contrast

Portrait Low Low Medium Skin Softening

Sports Action High Medium High

Children High High High Skin softening

Night scene High Low Low Noise reduction

Macro High High High

Beach & Snow Low High High Increase exposure 

compensation



CleartrreeeeWhite Balance & Colour temperature

To get whites to look white we have to “balance the 

whiteness” or the image will have a colour cast.

 Auto white balance – Whatever the camera guesses

 Tungsten – 3000 degs indoor lighting (orange white)

 Fluorescent – 4000 degs (with green hints!)

 Sunny – around 5500 degs clear sky – warm white

 Cloudy – around 7500 degs cloudy – cool white

 Shady – Around 9000 degs – blue white

AWB



CleartrreeeeField of view for different lenses

107º

34º

8º

Full frame (1x crop factor) all at f/13

Wide-angle 16mm Standard 70mm Telephoto 300mm



CleartrreeeeBasic camera set-up (where there is a choice)

 Picture Quality and size

 Large JPEG or RAW

 Colour space

 sRGB (for a starter)

 Image Stabilisation 

 If possible

 “Effects”

 As few as possible

 Noise reduction

 None (do it later in the application)

 White Balance

 Automatic (let the camera sort it out!)



CleartrreeeeKey components of good captures

 Keep your lenses, filters and sensor clean!

 Get exposure correct every time (ETTR or expose to the right 

model).

 Understand which lens to use (especially as they could all take 

nearly the same shot!)

 Understand how to achieve "narrow focus" to throw key subjects 

into relief against out-of-focus backgrounds.

 Understand how to maximise the sharpness of the whole image 

(the opposite of the previous technique)
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Cleartrreeee
Post Processing

 In Post-processing you have to be able to “read” your 

image and draw the viewer’s eye to what you want them 

to see!

 Cropping to get final aspect ratio & frame key subject

 Spotting to remove dust

 Set tonal and colour balance

 Dodging & burning or saturate de-saturate to emphasise or de-

emphasise elements

 Cloning techniques to remove any remaining distractions

 We have a download on the club site to help basic editing

 We also run a post processing workshop (next one 28/11)



CleartrreeeeConclusions

 Striking images don’t often happen by accident!

 Lots of preparation has taken place beforehand:

1. Experience of the camera and how to use it to get the effect 

you are looking for

2. Understanding of where to be and at what time to get the 

lighting you are looking for

3. Understanding of what it is you are trying to capture “the 

narrative”



CleartrreeeeConclusions

 Our Camera Club can help you with points 1 & 2 with: 

 Workshops

 Member interaction and advice

 Practical events

 Your “narrative”  will develop by:

 Experiencing competitions

 Exhibitions

 Discussions
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Ipad Processing

Andrew Worsfold



CleartrreeeeSummary

 Our club has a lot to offer members, new and established, 

and all ages are welcome from 18 to 99

 We pride ourselves on forward thinking for our members

 You don’t need a DSLR to be a good photographer!

 Nothing is obligatory if you don’t want to compete you don’t 

have to

 We are a social group and meet outside the club 

environment

 We are a learning club – we are always searching for new 

techniques and ideas
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ANY QUESTIONS?


